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A = GENERAL WORKS
   AE Encyclopedia
   AG Dictionaries; other reference works
   AY Yearbooks, Almanacs, Directories

B = PHILOSOPHY- PSYCHOLOGY - RELIGION
   B Philosophy
   BF Psychology
   BL-BX Religion

C = AUXILIARY SCIENCES OF HISTORY
   CB History of Civilization
   CC Archaeology
   CS Genealogy
   CT Biography (general)

D = HISTORY: GENERAL, OLD WORLD
   D World History
   DA Great Britain
   DC France
   DD Germany
   DJK Eastern Europe
   DS History of Asia
   DT History of Africa

E-F = HISTORY OF AMERICA

G = GEOGRAPHY, ANTHROPOLOGY, SPORTS
   G Geography
   GE Environmental Sciences
   GN Anthropology
   GR Folklore
   GV Recreation

H = SOCIAL SCIENCES
   HA Statistics
   HB Economic Theory
   HG Finance
   HM-HX Sociology

J = POLITICAL SCIENCE
   A Political Science (General)
   JC Political Theory
   JF-JQ Constitutional History and Public Administration
   JX International Law

K = LAW
   KD Law of the United Kingdom and Ireland
   KF Federal Law- Common / State Law
   KJ History of Law

L = EDUCATION
   LA History of Education
   LB Theory and Practice
   LD-LG Schools and Colleges

M = MUSIC
   ML Literature of Music
   MT Musical Instruction & Study

N = FINE ARTS
   NA Architecture
   NB Sculpture
   NC Drawing
   ND Painting

P = LANGUAGE & LITERATURE
   PC Romance Languages
   PD-PF Germanic Languages
   PN Literature (General)
   PQ French Literature
   PR English Literature
   PS American Literature
   PZ Juvenile Literature

Q = SCIENCE
   QA Mathematics
   QC Physics
   QD Chemistry
   QR Microbiology
   QL Zoology
   QM Botany
   QX Recreation

R = MEDICINE
   RA Public Aspects Medicine
   RC Internal Medicine
   RD Surgery
   RG Gynecology and obstetrics
   RJ Pediatrics
   RM Therapeutics, Pharmacy
   RT Nursing
   RX Homeopathy

S = AGRICULTURE
   SB Plant Culture
   SD Forestry
   SF Animal Culture
   SH Aquaculture. Fisheries. Angling

T = TECHNOLOGY
   TA Engineering, Civil Engineering
   TD Environmental Technology
   TK Electrical Engineering
   TN Mining, Metallurgy
   TR Photography

U = MILITARY SCIENCE

V = NAVAL SCIENCE

Z = BIBLIOGRAPHY